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ABSTRACT

The design, construction and development

detail-s of Èv/o almost identicaL muon tel-escopes

are included in this thesis. The telescope

orientations are such that one telescope scans

the cel-estiaf equator two hours ahead of the other

as the earth rotates about its axis.

Experimental techniques are fuI1y described

and pre.liminary results which have been obtaíned

at the A11en Physics L,aboratory, University of
Manitoba, are pre sented.
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TNTRODUCT ION

Charged particles, now known as cosmic rays, are

continually "raining" on the earth and its surrounding

atmosptrere from rel-ativel-y unknown and distant sources in
space. These particl-es are far from being mono-energetic,

having energíes ranging from the thermal energies of sun-

emitted particles to energies of the order of 1015 to 1021 ev.
iil

Research into cosmic radiation began essentially at the "':

i'il':start of this century. Investigators such as C. T. R. Wilson, .,

Geitel and Elster experimented on the residual conductivity

of air, taking carefu.l- precautions to prevent ionísatíon of
the sample by al-l then known radiations. The residual

conductivity wàs in fact, as they correctly concluded, due

to an extèrnal radiation. The first important step forward

was made by Victor F, Hess who, after a balloon flight at an i

I

aftitude of l-6,000 ft., where he found eJ-ectroscopes to I

discharge much more quickly than at ground leveJ-, concLuded i

':ilthat "a radiatíon of very great penetrating power enters our 'i::,

i:,
atmosphere from above" I

The field of cosmic rays soon attracted more workers -
cel-ebrated names such as W. Kohlhorster, R. A. Mi11ikan, and 

i=
Erich Regener. Until- the l-ate 1920's, it was widely held Êl

that the radiation, probably of solar or galactic origin, was

composed, of high energy ganuna rays, an idea shortJ-y to be

drasticalJ-y changed. The year 1929 saw the first measurement :
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of a cosmic ray coincidence rate by Bothe and Kohlhorster.

who used two Geiger-Muller counters, with and without

absorber between them. If the cosmic ftux consisted solel_y

of photons. a coincidence count woul-d have reguired tÏÞ very

ímprobabJ-e possibiJ-ity that a Compton electron be formed in i;ì
the matter of both counters by the traversing cosmic ray.
The particle nature of cosmic rays received further support

from two ìmportant discoveríes. FirstJ_y, the latitude effect 
,,.,,

(variation of cosmic ray intensity with geomagnetic latitude) "',':

observed by Clay (1927) and Compton (1933) and secondly, the ;,,i

east-west asyÍunetry (greater cosmic ray fLux from the west

than from the east) found by T. H. Johnson (1_934, l_93e). Each 
i

of these effects demonstrated that most, if not aJ_J_, of the 
i

cosmic radiation was deflected by the earth,s magnetic f iel_d,

this radiation therefore being composed of charged particles.
Furthermore, the east-west asymmetry reveal-ed an excess of
positively charged particles at sea leve1. 

l

At this stage progress was relatíve1y fast, being 
i;i

triggered into action once more by Anderson's (1933) discovery 
,1,,1

of the positron, previousl-y theoretically predicted by Dirac. i':i

The idea of particle-photon cascades being part of the

radiation detected at sea leve1 was soon treated theoretical_J_y

by both Bhabha and Heitler (1937) and Carlson and Oppenheimer iiit
(1937). This gave a satisfactory explanation of a maximum

intensíty in the radiation, found by pfotzer at an atmospheric

depth of 95 gn/"m2, and heralded the discovery of extensive :
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nuclei has been studied in some detail by several workers,

such as Waddington (1957), Engler et aI. (J_958), Koshiba et
al-. (1958) and Bísi et al-. (1958). later, lfaddington (1960)

gave the alpha particle content in the primary fl-ux as I2.5/"
with the heavier nucl-ei constituting I - L.5%. ijt.,tj.:

The Secondarv Radiation

The primary radiation entering the earth,s atmosphe.re ..:i,. t:..

ir¡.ili(total depth approxímately 1,036 gn/cm2) quickly interacts ".

with the atmospheric nuclei. Average interaction lengths :,;.''''*

for protons and al-pha particles are 70 gm/ cm2 and 25 qn/ cm2

respectively. It can therefore easily be seen that very fevr

primary protons wí11- survive without colLision down to sea ]

lIevel, whil-e the possibility of an alpha particle doing

likewise is negJ-igible.
I

iThe Pfotzer maximum in the radíatíon may be explained l'.

as a continual increase .in the rate of secondary production i

between 50 km. and 19 km. altitude. Below the l-atter height 
i,,r.l, j,:

the secondaries produced at higher altitudes are absorbed, ,,,,;:,t?i

while the rate of production fal-l-s. .f]l¡¡.

Col-l-ision or interaction of the primary in the atmosphere

results in the formation of some of the following disintegration ,,_",,..i

frasments, 'utUEntn

(i) protons and neutrons r¿hich may themselves 
,.

interact with other nucl-ei; .'

(ii) pions, K-mesons and hyperons; 
; .
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(iii) paírs of protons and anti-protons, and neutrons

and anti-neutrons for large primary energies.

The pions ( tf!, Ío ) are the most abundant products,

with lifetimes of (2.56!0.05) x l-O-8 seconds for the charged 
1"r,.*;.,

variety and about l-O-f6 seconds for the neutral- pion which ::::::r'!i

general.ly decays to tt^ro photons without further ínteraction.
Such a photon undergoes pair production yielding an electron
and a positron, each of which may suffer bremsstrahlung

production of more photons, giving an electron-photon cascade.

Final-J-y muons, the "hard', or penetrating component of
the secondary radiation, result from decay of those charged

pions which do not experience a nuclear interaction. Because

of their relatively long J-ifetime. whilst their energy is
J.ost only by ionisation, they become the main component in the
penetrating radiation observed at sea l-evel.

iü::i*

i-,:i+
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CTIAPTER ONE

l-. l-. ceomagnetic Effects

The earth's mågnetic field may approximately be

considered as the fíel-d of a magnetic dipole \,¡hose centre is
342 1<t(t. from thê centre of the earth. The magnetic moment

is given by Cranshaw (1963) as 8.1- x 1025 gu.r."-"*3 with its
axis incl-ined at 11.50 to the earthts axis of rotation. The

effect on penetrating cosmic rays is that of a magnetic

analyser of rather poor resolution. Essentially, particles
of all energies sufficient to penetrate the earth's atmosphere

can reach the magnetic poles, but particJ-es of more and more

energ:y are required the cl-oser one approaches the magnetic

equator. Tn essence what this means is that for any observ-

ation point there exists a min jmum primary cut-off energy,

beneath which detection is impossible.

ceomagnetic effects may al_so be consídered by attemptíng
to obtain the asymptotic directions of the partictes (i.e.
the directions of the vel-ocity vectors r"¡hile outside the

earth r s field) arríving in a given direction at a point on

the earth's surface. The inverse probLem was treated by

Mal-mfors (l-945) and by Brunberg and Dattner (1953), using a
magnetised model of the earth in an evacuated cont,ainer.

Beamed electrons, with various speeds and directions, v/ere

released from many different ,'latitudes" on the mode1. The

¡i-:..*;
i.ììirÉ. r-Þrf
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concept of asymptotic cones of acceptance was thus born, to
be further numerically deveJ_oped by Dwight (l_950), Firror
(1954), L,ust (1957) and tater by McCracken (1962). For a

partícular orientat,ion of a muon teJ_escope there exists a

group of non-paraIlel a symptot ic vectors characteristic of
the telescopers operative energy rarìge, The combined group

of viewing directions is call-ed an asl¡mptotic cone of accept-

ance, and ít may be said that the teLescope is ',lookíng,,
through a particul-ar " sky window,'.

J-. 2. Intensity Variations

Both periodic and non-periodic intensity variations,
observed in the secondary component at sea leveJ_, may be

generalJ-y cl-assified according to their causes, From the
last section it fol-l-ows that geomagnetic disturbances wifl
vary the intensity whil-e a second type of variation is caused.

by daily meteorol-ogical and atmospheric fluctuations (Ðuperier

1944). Final-ly, a third and most important group is due to
actual variations in the primary intensity prior to any

terrestrial- influence. This ]atter group, míght be expected

to reveal galactic sources of radiation along with ínformation
on the matter and electro-magnet ic fiel-ds of space_

Such variations ín the primary intensity may be either
of sol-ar origin (the low energy component ) or of gal_actic

origin. Solar-originated variations are due both to modul_ation

mechanisms and to large and smal- l- sol-ar fl-ares in which particLes

rii!
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of l-ess than l-0 BeV. are emitted. Sol_ar modulation mechanisms

invol-ve the ejection of magnetised corpuscul_ar streams which

are able to al-ter the prevaÍJ-ing elêctro-magnet ic conditions,
resulting in the lI-year variation (negative correl_ation

bet\,reen the ll-year sol"ar cycle and muon intensity ) , the l..,..,iì.'ìt- -. :- '

27-d.ay variation (Zl-aay periodicity of magnetic storms which

producesavariationofthesameperiodinthecosmicrayf1ux)

and the solar diurnal- variation. The detection of a variation i:,.,, ,

with sidereal- time ( i. e. one of galactic origín) woul-d be of fi'i)ln

tremendous interest and indicative of a local_ised galactíc
cosmic ray source.

Basical-ly then, a study of the periodic variations and

any preferred directionaL properties of cosmic radiation
should enabl-e conclusions to be drawn regarding its origin.

A sol-ar diurnal- variation with a maximum in the early
afternoon lüa s first detected by Lindholm (l_929). Since then

many others (Fenton et aI . J-96I, Rao et al. 1963, ,fackl-yn 1_963)
¡!,L:;¡,Ì,1:¡

have reported diurnal- variations with amplitudes ranging from |:..'1

O.I% to I.O%. Alfven and Malmfors (1943), followed subsequentl" |i*
byE11iotandDo]-bear(195]-),performedexperimentswithmuon

telescopes pointing either north and south, or east and west

at equal- zenith angles. The difference in the two counting

rates showed a dail-y variation containing both a first harmonic
(amp1itudeoo.2%)andasecondharmonic(amp1itude<o.o5%,)

t:.| '-.As the particles detected by each telescope passed through I ',
I

ri...i+.!!.
i:lr':'ì :

1...:
I.

li;;ç:',ì
F!:::.-,:iiì
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equal lengths of atmosphere under simil-ar conditions, Èhe

difference in the two muon counting rates eliminated all
atmospheric effects. Both groups cl-aimed the difference thus

showed a variation in the primary intensity with time and

concl-uded that the prímary radiation was non-isotropic.

Venkatesan and Dattner (1959) demonstrated a definite
positive correlation betv/een the amplitude of the diurnal_

variat,íon and magnêtic activity, whíl-e the tíme of maximum

moved. towards earLier hours during periods of minimum soLar

actívity (see Conforto and Simpson 1957). The second Ïrarmonic,

the semi-diurnal- variatíon, also reveal-ed a positive correlation
with magnetic activity (BarEon and Stockhausen 1958).

Considerable difficulty has been experienced during attempts

to correlate the semi-diurnal variation with possibl_e causes

showing a simil-ar periodicity. The l2-hour variations of the

nucfeonic component al-one is deemed to be due to semi-diurnal
fluctuations of atmospheric pressure according to Katzman and

Venkatesan (1960) but such explanations are not apptícabIe t,o
the meson component in the secondary radiation.

Meanw?¡i1e it was thought by Brunberg and Dattner (1954)

that an anisotropy, or small increase above the isotropic
j flux, from a dírection found to be approxímately 90o east of iii-:Jìfü' -':'l:i'

the earth-sun line shoufd explain the diurnal- variation. They

proposed a model in which the sunrs magnetic fiel_d coul_d cause

some of the cosmic flux to rotate with the sun producing a :

1..,.,
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diurnal varíation with a maximum at a loca1 time of l-230 hours

to f330 hours.

Ahluwalía and Dessler (1962) have since then assigned

the diurnal variation to the sunrs spiral- rnagnetic field, which

generally co-rotates with the sun. Later treatments by Parker

(1964) and Axford (1964) agreed that co-rotation of the cosmic

ray fl-ux with the sun is the probable cause of the diurnal
variation.

The detection of a sidereal díurnal variation at high

energies, as sought in extensive air shower studies, would be

of extreme importance, as already indícated, with regard

to an origin of cosmic radiation. UnfortunateJ-y, present

resul-ts are barely outside the l-imíts of statistical errors.
Two groups, Sekido et a1. (1956, 1958a, 1958b, l-959, l-960)

and Bukata and Standil (1964) have reported preferred

directions of cosmíc radiation from the gal-a>qz. Sekido et a1.

found a point source al-most in the equatorial plane at a R. A.

of 5 h. J-5 m., whil-e the second group presented evidence of a

preferred arriva.l dírection in approximateJ-y the same plane,

but at a R. A. of 20.5 È t h- In both cases the "source" r¿as

temporary.

I.3.9riqin

Inítially it was proposed (Richtmeyer and Teller f949,

Alfven 1950, l-954) that at least some of the 1ow energ'y cosmic

i'faI:Èi
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rays \^¡ere of solar origin. However, in fact, the numbers of
soJ-ar particl-es are now thought to be neglígib1e except, of
course, during periods of sol_ar flares. The majority of cosmic

radiation is said to originate in the gal_a:<y itself, while
Cocconi (1958) and Sitte (l-958) have even gone as far as to .,,.,.;

propound that some of the most energetic partictes may be of
extra-galactíc origin.

Fermi (1949) was the first to introduce a statistícal
model for the acceleration of cosmic radiation t,o its tremendous

energies. He considered collisions between particles and

magnetised clouds of ionised hydrogen, for v¡hich the

statistically most prominent collisions (i.e. head-on

col-lisions) were able to produce the required energy gains.

Such a mechanism demanded that the particles first be of
some minimum non-zero veJ-ocíty as a condition for acceferation
to occur. Supernovae, those extremely energetic explosions,
occuring at the rate of approxímately one per century in
each gal-a4¿, were immediately regarded as possible ,'injector,' 

t,. .,,, ,.,

iii.'':':i:':ii:sources, A combination of these ideas was quantitatively
treated by Ginzburg (1956, t95g) , obtaining an estimate for ,:', ' '',

the energy density of cosmic radiation to within an order of
magnitude.

íii +Ï.Ìì
Additional- injectors v¡ere soon suggested. The more i'"-":

frequent novae should also contribute, but less strongly than

the supernovae, while Babcock (195g), suggested fast, particle
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production in the magnetic aas of magnetic variab.Le stars.
Burbidge et a1. (1958), with reasonings similar to those of
Babcock, forwarded the supergiants as another possible
mechanísm for the initial acceleration so that the Fermi 

iij.,Ì,r,ìmodel might function. r,l,,.r

Further development of this possibJ_e accel_eration

mechanism was undertaken by And.erson (l-960) and Morrison (1961_).
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Current Research

Since l-936 many exper j.rnentalists have followed the 
,t,,.,.,.,,,

example of Forbush and continuously monitored cosmic radiation
at ground Level over long periods. Either a neutron monitox,

v/hich responds to the nucl_eonic component, or a muon telescope ;,......
i:'. i r: 1.,.

may be used for such purposes. Vlhíle the former instrument ,l¡i¡,.i

detects radiation produced by the lower energy ( 2 - 9 BeV. ) i:,:"t:r
:1:::r'::'

portion of the pr imary cosmic radiation spectrum, the latter
one is sensitive to the muon component resultíng from

primaries of > 10 BeV. median energy. It follows that a i

I

muon telescope is indeed useful for the study of both galactic
variations and solar modulations without hindrance from any

1ow energy sol-ar flux.

I

Nowadays large scintillating plastics are used for the
detecting units of such teLescopes (e.g. that of Carmichael_

itjit:'ì,,and Bercovitch l-962 and that of Mathews and Elliot 1962). ;1ì.t
El-ectronic stability, an important factor, is achieved through .Ìr,.,.1.

the use of fairly simple solid state circuitry. whil_e the
scintillators' unli.mited l-ife-time affords ease in maintenance.

A muorr telescope consists primarity of two pärtícle
counters connected in coincidence to count and record
particles passíng through both counters. Generally 10 cm. of
l-ead absorber are employed betvfeen the counters to remove the

unwanted soft component of the secondary radiation.

T4

i:i,:jii;::¡
i.¡ llì.t'-r
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Such tel-escopes are usually erected in a vertical
orientation to obtain a maximum counting rate as :

j (4) = j (o) cosn e

where

j ( { ) is the directional intensity measured in
-) -f -ìcm. - sec. sterad. -

p is ttre zenith angle (measured from the vertical)
and j (O) represents the vertícal intensity, with no

account being taken of any azimuthal- angle dependence on the

counting rate. Generally it is found that the exponent n

increases from approximateJ-y zero at the top of the atmosphere

to approximately 2 at sea level.

Two aLmost identical telescopes of reasonable angular

resolution, mounted to scan the cel-estial- equator, have been

constructed at Winnipeg, geographic longitude 97.2o west,

geographic latitude 49.9o north and altitude 236 metres. One ,,li,*.
teJ-escope views a direction l-5o east of south measured. in the ,,.'.,f,',

equatorial- plane, whil-e the other views 15o west of south in lXt':lì

the same p1ane. Symmetry about the south direction provides

each telescope with the same zenith angle of approximately

51. 50. compl-ete geometrical specif ications are given in the FjÌi.Èi

next chapter by means of a three-dimensional diagram (see

figure 2). Final-ly it is estimated (see appendix), as each

telescope incl-udes approximately 15" of concrete absorber,

:l ;,¡::.':,
L',::.'.-'. ìì
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that detected muons result from primary protons of energy

) :O neV., or requíre a minimum residual range at detection
of approximately 6O gm/"m2.

IJo\"/ energy muons, both positiVe and negative, need not
preservê the initial- direction of the primary particle.
Processes such as pion emission from the nucl-ear col-l-ision
of a primary particle, muon emission during pion decay,

geomagnetic deflection of the charged muons, and finally
multipJ-e muon scatÈering in the earth's atmosphere, aII tend
to deviate muons from the primary particle's initial direction.

Defl-ect,ion of muons in the earth's magnetic fiel_d has

been considered by E. K. L. ffung (1965) for a combination of
particle residual ranges at observation (40 - 4O0O 5n/cm2,¡,

and production heíghts in the atmosphere for the two telescope
orientations prevj-ousJ-y described. For a residual_ range of

)
60 gn/ cm' and a production atmospheric height of. 92O 5m/cm2,

above vlhich approximate Iy 60% of the muons do in fact originate,
angul.ar correctíons to the asymptotic dírections were found

to be of the order ot t lgo depending on the sign of the muon's

charge. Extrapolatíon of further calcul_ations by Hung has

shown that above the minimum residual- range of 60 g /" 2

necessary for detection by the teLêscopes, the mean angular
correction due to muons produced at alJ_ atmospheric heights
ís approxímately t 70, The geomagnetic deflection of muons

may be Àummarised by saying that those observed, in a definite

#"e
b.-.5iiÉ-.1¡

il:t.*ri
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direction at sea level- have originated at various poínts al-ong

a curved trajectory, the curvature being toward the east for
positive muons and toward the v¡est for rÀegative muons. (Harris

and Escobar 1955).

Consideration of the other three deflecting mechanisms

is províded by O1bert (l-954). A combination of these

mechanisms Lead him to expect that radiation of residual-

range at detection less than IOO gn/cm2, originating from a

vertically descending primary, wil-1 be detectabi-e in a cone

of apex angl-e 30o or more about the initial direction,

For a hypothetical telescope requiring a minimum

resÍdua1 range of 34OO gm/ cm2 for detection or a minimum

primary energy of approximately 100 BeV., then the mean

gêomagnetic correction is a mere ! Z.Ao (Hung J-965), while

the deflecting mechanisms considered by Ol-bert are then

negligible. Thus for higher energy primary particles, the

second,ary muons essentially do preserve the init,ial direction
of the primary particl-e.

ft must be concl-uded that the effective angular

resolution of each teJ-escope wilL be somewhat marred by the

def J-ecting processes hitherto discussed.

The sky windows for a given energl¡ in a telescope's

operative range are a function of the telescope's zenith and

azimuthal- angles only. Further the orj-entation of each

¡.ti
¡1:ì

t:;
:_

l
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telescope was designed purposeJ-y to be blessed with narrov/

and wel-l- defined asymptotic cones of acceptance (sky windows),

a feature of Wínnipeg's l-ocation. For primary particJ_es with
energíes in the range 30 - 350 BeV. the spread in asymptotic i:r
longitude ís approximately 10 for the more westerl-y telescop. u'i

and about l5o for the more easterly teJ-escope.* An equivalent 
:

experimental_ arrangement would be that of two telescopes 
¡r.,fixed in the east-west plane and symmetrical-Iy separaÈed by iii

30o about the vertical at a point on the earth's geographic ,,.
,:ì:.equator. Unfortunately, for equatorial stations the spread

in their primary arrival direction asymptotic coordinates is 
:

mueh larger than for the orientations chosen here in Winnipeg.

For example the asymptotic longitude spread for Kampala

(geographic latitude 0.330 north, geographic longitude 32.56o

east) for primaries in the energy range 30 - 350 BeV. is
- .-oapproxJ_mareJy 45 . 

i

IAst'heearthrotates,eachte1escopewi1]-scanthe
ceLestial equator through its own sky window. Now, becaus" ij1

', ,,'of the 3Oo difference in the viewing directions of the ia;

telescopes in the equatorial pIane, the easterly one will lead

its partner by two solar hours in its path around the cel-estial-

equator. Preferred directions of arrival, perhaps due to " *êsolar modulation process or a galactic anisotropy, wil-1 therefore
be seen first by the easterl-y telescope and then t\4ro hours

later by the other. The conclusion then to be drawn is that
the difference in the tv¡o counting rates as a function of time

* Calculations kindly suppJ-ied by Dr. M. Bercovitch, Cha1k
River Nucl-ear LaboraËories.
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(thereby eliminating atmospheric fluctuations) would díspJ_ay,

after sufficient data collection, any anisotropies in the
primary radiation in the gal-actic equatorial plane.

Over a l-ong period a galactic anisotropy would show

itsel-f as a sídereal díurnal- variation, al-though data

collection is based on sol-ar time. Such a discovery, as

previously indicated, woul-d be of extreme importance in
understanding the origin of cosmic radiation.

il':::i
fiiììi
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CHAPTER THREE

3. L. Desiqn of the Counters

Many high counting rate muon telescopes are at present

in operation, the high countíng rates being necessary to

minimise the statistical fluctuations. The basic design

problem of a têl-escope obviously involves designing the

actual- particle counters, each of which in this case consists

of two scintil-l-ation d,etectors connected in paraIle1. Briefly

each scintj-ffation detector consists of a plastic

scintil-l-ator housed in a light-tight box which is sprayed

internally with highly reffective paint, and viewed by a

photomul-tiplier with íts associated el-ectronic circuitry.
The lid of such a box should be removable. It is imperative

that much thought be given to the geometrical- design of the

housing box and to the viewing position of the photomuJ-tipJ-ier.

Ideally this shoufd ensuÍe uniformity of light col-l-ection

from the vrhole plastic to provj-de enough discrimination between

pulses due to passing singly charged rel-ativistic particfes

and those due to low-energy background. Such care is
particularly needed for the satisfactory use of thin phosphors,

as the thickness is an Smportant paxameter determining the

above mentioned resolut ion.

lri:,

Choice of photomultiplier

exper imental-ly by examining the

unlikely positions in an effort

position is best approached

likeIy and sometimes the

to find the optimum responsê.
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In fact this is exactl-y what has been performed, but prior
to any further discussion of this nature, it would be

advantageous to summarise (t,able 1) some detector geometries

in use. elsewhere. 
: . ,.

Table 1

Group
S c ínt i l- l-at or

Size and
Th ickne s s

Box Details 'Phot omult ipl ier
Po s it ion Ðiameter

(i)

( ii)

(iii)

( iv)

(v)

,v4m? x 2 . 5cm.

ì-m? x s. ocm .

L.4m? x 2 . 5cm.

,v l-. l-ÍL dia.
x 8.9cm.

¡¡ O.9m, dia.
x 6.4cm.

Depth ( 40cm.

Depth 24cm.

Depth 45cm, with
upper corners
removed to approx.
a hemisphere

Ðepth ^,76cm.

Depth ,v 61cm. and
cone- shaped

Just above
plastic and
centra 1ly
through one side

Central-J-y in
base proj ecting
through hole in
pla st ic
Cent ra 11y
30.5cm. above
p1a st ic
Central-J-y above
pJ-a st ic

3Ocm.

!2.7cm
(5")

l_ l_ 1cm

7cm

7cm

I2

I2

Key to experimental groups a, -...-._
l,;.:,,;i;¡:

(i) an¿ (ii) carmichael and Bercovitch (1962)

(iii) Mathews and Elliot (1962)

(iv) coxel-l, Fairchild and PomeranLz (1962)

( v) Maeda and Hazl-ett ( 1962 ) 
i,,,..:.r_,....'
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For this and other proposed research projects a suppJ-y

of over twenty large sheets of pJ-astic scintillator were

available. Their quality varied from that of three poJ-ished

and machined plastics 48" square, \N" thick, to 2å" thick
s1i9ht1y larger non-machíned plastics containíng many air
bubbles throughout the vol-ume. These plastic phosphors, NEI-02

(polyvenyltoluene), were purchased from Nuclear Enterprises of
Winnipeg.

It was decided to proceed via the folJ-owing steps :

Using a good scintillator, determine the opt ímum box

geometry and orientation of the photomul-t ípJ- ier .

With the final- arrangement, replace the scintil-l-ator
with a larger and thicker one of only medíocre qual-ity

(i.e. with non-machined edges and containing a few air
bubbles) to determine its performance rel-ative to that
of thê origínal- phosphor.

A light-tight u¡ooden box of internal cross section 54" x 54"

and depth 48", with a removable J-id, was designed. Since the

fixed dimensíons of this box would not provide the geometrical

fJ-exibility desired, a wooden internal shelf of dimensions

was introduced. This shelf could be adjusted to

various heights above the pJ-astic, which was general-ly situated
on the base of the box.

A 5' R.C.A. 8055 photomultiplier could rest firmly and

centralJ.y in this sheJ-f, peering down at the scintillator

ir1..r'r;:¡!

li:i, rjj

l_.

)

ìì'r+.::r.i.!:
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beneath, or the same photomultiplier coul-d protrude through

one of two central- side holes in the box, their centres being

approximateJ-y 4" and 10k" from the internal- base. The

photomult ipl- ier hol-es not in use during a run were cl-osed.

The inside of the box was sprayed vrith a water-based white

refJ-ecting paint, also a product of Nucl-ear Enterprises,

23

By varying the internaf shelf height, the photomultiplier 
¡-...;,.,,,.,
ri:j . :i::: ir,r..rì.r r i

position, and also on occasions by raising the phosphor from li ,;,:il..'.,,,-'-.t

the floor, many possible experimental- sêt-ups \^rere considered. r,:ír::aii:Ì:

For aLl tests, the photomuJ-t iplier \"/a s connected to a

pre-amplifier, manufactured by the Victoreen Instrument Co.

(ModeJ- 2277), whil-e a negative high vol-tage supply was fed to 
l

it from a Hamner unit (Model N 401). Signal puJ-ses from the
pre-ampJ-ifier were anal-ysed using a transistorised Victoreen

Spectrometer (Mode1 ST4OOM)

¡

Differential- spectra were obtained for many geometrical ; .

arrangementswiththebaseoftheboxhorizonta1,usingthe
i,r,:¡:ì.:j,.i.::same high voltage setting (l-300 V. ), ttre same kicksorter ínput ::.':lir,t::t.: ì;

gain, and equal counting times of ten live minutes. A1l- cases iallU:
;..,,,.,¡,r,,,,,..,

showed a definite " ¡¡ -peak" resulting from the energy lost by

muons on passing through the 11" thick, machined and polished

pJ-astic. The important results of such work are shown in f;ìjr:l;:-r;iì
i:;tÌ.!;{i'i\

figure 1 and summarised in tab1e 2.

From these resul-ts it r,¡a s conc.Iuded that all vertical
photomultipl-ier positions coul-d be equalled or bettered by

:ï!:; ..:t1 ::i!:i)j:,
ì-,t i:j',:.l: ..t ::::,i
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Table 2

No. Photomul-t ipl- ier
Posit ion

Shel- f
Height

Peak,/Va l tey
Rat io

Peak
Channel

I

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

l_0

11

J-2

l_3

25'' \
fVerticatly

16" ) above
I plastic

7",
Horizontal and
coupl-ed to míd-edge
of plastic with
silicone grease

Horizontal and just
above mid-edge of
pJ-a st ic
As for 5.

As for 5.

As for 5.

As for 5.

"l clear of mid-
^ I edse or

5 J/4 
"1 plastic and
'horizontal

As for 11.

As for 11.

2ea"

204"

LI4"

]-114"

rI-t-2

e\"

tru"
1^r

!7\+"

r4\"
r4u"

ts3 /4"

I7Þ+"

2.Or

I.52

1. 09

1. 28

J_ -22

1. 38

l_. 58

2.03

2.ro

I.97

2.56

Essential-J-y sa

Essentially sa

130
33- 5

34

49

IL"
II .o

L,.u
l.-I :¡
1,,
| ,,. u

I

ne as 11
I

ne as .I1

horizontal- ones, thereby generally producing a desirably smâlIer ,-+-.-:.*t
l-:;i'::i

box. Arrangement number 1l- was final-1y chosen as the most

suitabfe with its excel-lent peak/val-1-ey ratio of 2.56. Only

incase4,wherethephotomu1tipJ-ierisopticaJ-J-ycoup1edto
the plastic, tlne /t-E)èak r¿as found considerably farther out 

.

;ì,,,ii:,::r
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' because of better light colJ-ection, than for arrangement tl-.
Hov/ever, the peak,/va1J_ey ratio, indicative of resolution, is
very much small_er. AIso, the sil_icone gïease couplíng between
thevertica]-facesofthephotomuJ-tip1ierandthep]-asticwas

'i somewhat fl-uid and by no means permanent. This arrangement :.lì'.jiÏ

uras therefore not seriously considered.

Crude measurements of I ight_coIlect ion uniformity were 
r.r,_:\;.:;

also made by pJ-acing a coll-imated wa22 [ -source in various i;i.j;t
positions undernêath the box. with rittLe doubt it was ::,¡,,::::',,

concl-uded that uniformity \,/a s best for the chosen arrangement,

while arrangement number l_ was a close second.

I The phosphor was then replaced by another (49" x 53', x 24,,)

containing air bubbles and with non_machined edges. At the
j 

"-me 
high vottage (1300 V. ) and kicksorter input gain, the

I

I

A-peaf was moved from channel_ 33.5 to 42, a shift expected

"" the basis of greater energy deposition in Èhe thicker

I plastic. The high vol_tage was lowered to 1250 V. (kicksorter
i

I g-in constant) resulting ín the dashed spectru:n shown for
i::r:r:i:::1,::

arrangement 11, figure 1. pt-astics were thus permissible :; , ,r,:

for use as detectors.

3. 2. The Telescopes

slÊ-ìì'Ï
t:-l<jì:Two plastic scintill_ation detectors are employed together ,'

as one telescope counter. Three such counters are now in use.
Two of the counters are connected separateLy in coincidence
with the third, i.e. the third counter is common to both terescopes,
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,, ,,,,,,,

one floor beneath the other tv/o. The telescopes, at zenith

angles of 5l-o 32', are described by means of figure 2 in which

the intervening fJ-oor is omitted. The more l^testerl-y pointing

tel-escope is designated as tefescope A, r¿hile the other is

shovrn as tefescope B. The detector components of the counters .".,,,,

are numbered I to 6, the counters therefore being knor.im as

counter I - 2, countêr 3 - 4 and final-ly counter 5 - 6' the

one common to each tel-escope. The orientation of counters

I - 2 and 3 - 4 is such that the J-ong dimension of each

counter, and hence each telescope, is perpendicular to the

celestial equator to aid directionaf resolutíon-

The plastics contained in detectors l to 6 are not

identicaf, as seen in table 3 but their arrangement is such

as to provide the laboratory with almost identical telescopes.

Detector Size of Pl-astic

I 523/4tt x 4g4tt x 2'2t,

2 48" x 48" x IL"

Table 3 3 51\," x49\," x24"

4 48" x 48" x !\"

5 491" x 49'2" x 21"

6 49,, x 49 ,, x lti,,

Each telescope has a sol-id angle of approximateJ-y 0.086 steradians,

and a geometric factor of approximately 2560 cm? sterad.

Each detector consists of a light-tight box with a

ref f ective interior made of 3 /a" pLy*ood, a phosphor, and one 
i..,.:::::
,ir.Ë:i..ì.T
ij..ì:.

i1'.ìr¿È:.-l
iiì !ir;!: .r
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5" photomultiplier. Internall-y the box has a depth of I4t¿"

and. a cross-section of 54" x 54", A pJ-astic, pJ-aced centrally

in the box, is bofted to the base at each corner. The

port-hole (diameter about 5k") for the photomultiplíer is

situated mid-way al"ong one side, and cfear of the internal i'.. ..:':

base by 7'/4". The photomultipliers themsel-ves are housed in

an easily accessible light-tight hol-der which is bound to the

box with a rubber gasket between. .:i-,.:,.;r,
.:aj..!:t;.:...,

3. 3. The El-ectronics

A block diagram indicating the electronics of both

scintíllation counter tel-escopes is presented in figure 3.

Negative high voltage from a Hamner regulated power

supply is delivered to each photomult ipl ier by a distribution

box containing six ten-step switches and potentiometers.

Photomul-t ipl ier s may thus have their high voltages adjusted

independent J-y .

!.: :¡tÌ.:;i¡:i:!:

The negative puJ-ses from detector pairs are added, inverted iiÈ'.:ìÈ
¡.:::-::r.i: i:.

and amplif ied. The output pulses of the adder-amplif ier circuits 
",,,,,, 

,,,

are fimited to 20 volts before being fed to single channel pulse

height analysers, used simply as integral- discrimínators. The

function of these discriminators is to minimise the number of [..ìqì.]:-{!L-:þl:r;ir¡

background puLses reaching the subsequent coincidence units. {.'rì'r-*ì

Pulses above the chosen working discriminator level-s (see next

section) are directed to two separate coincidence units

(resolving time approximately 0.3 x 10-6 seconds) as shown ín
i*_j:S.,"<t
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the electronic block diagram. Further, each discriminator
has its pulse rate i.e. the ,'singles,' rate, scaled down by a

factor of l-000 and continuall_y monitored throughout each day,

usíng a Victoreen 400 channel kicksorter in its scaling mode.

Cosmic ray showers can cause all- three detectors to
pul-se simultaneously. When such an event occurs anti-
coincidence circuitry the output from each coincidence

unit.

The output of each coincidence unit i.e. each muon

telescope's counting rate, is also recorded as a function
of time over 24 hour periods, the scaling beíng performed

by another 400 channel kícksorter. The data output is type-

\,rr itten .

Accurate timing of data collection intervals throughout

each day ís controlled by an instrument which counts the

60 cycle frequency of the mains as its timing mechanism.

Pulses are delivered at a chosen rate (j_n the range j_O to 2OO0

pulses,/day) to advance both scaling kicksorters from one

channel to the next. The timer may be programmed to corrunand

a kicksorter to print either 200 or 4OO channeLs of data after
eíther 100 or 200 time intervals, and finally to restart
another scaling cycle automatically. :.: ,.: : : i: iì

fn practice. each of the five recorded rates (2 teJ_escope

rates and 3 counter or "singles" rates), are collected into
97 channels for a time of. I4.4 minutes (l/fOOtfr of a day) each, 

.,..,,.,
r;iji'i'
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''while the remaining 3% of each day is utilised for print-out.
Data coll-ection into any given channel occurs exactly at the

same tj-me each day, so that data can easily be added to that
for the next and later days.

3. 4. Erectronic Ariqnmenr 
lfi:l

ft was desired that each teJ-escope shoufd record a high

coincidence rate with a minimum contribution due to background .,,,,,,,i i
i,j:lli:ii:l

counts and noj-se. To obtain such a rate the discriminators ,..',
iÌ.¡i:::!i¡:"

were adjusted to elimínaÈe the excessive J-ow energy background. :'";'-.::¡ ':

The technique employed was relatively fast, simple and j

i.aècurate. A kicksorter was used for coincidence studíes in 
i
i

which pulses arriving at the spectrometer were analysed as to ,

pulse-height only if they arrived símultaneously with a gating
pu1se.

j

The outputs from al-l- detectors were analysed individually 
l

while gating pulses were supplied via a gate pulse generator

from an adder-ampJ-if ier circuit. For detectors 1 to 4 the .1:,'-."i ';¡

", ,:: l.' Igating pulses originated from the adder-amplifier círcuit of ..,,1, I

the 5 - 6 counter, while for detectors 5 and 6 ít was irrelevant
whether counÈer ! - 2 or counter 3 - 4 effectiveJ-y supplied

the gating pulses. f n this manner dif ferentíal spectra were ,:.. ,. ,-.,t
:1,-ir:i-ii,Ê:iì*¿

collected from each detector for onJ-y those muons traveJ-J-ing

through the detector under examination and also through

the counter at the other "end" of a tel-escope. These muons

are in fact the ones which are now counted as coincidences
t:: i.ì:;:r: i:
fì,:,::,Ei:i
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and therefore the f -pea'ks were termed "coincidence,t* -peaks"

(see figure 4).

Individual photomultipl-ier high voltages were adjusted

so that the valleys in the spectra from two detectors forming i,,i:.,:Ì

one counter occurred roughly in the same channel-. Common

cut-off points or channels were selected as fol-l-ows :

Channel 8 for detectors 1 and 2

Channel 1O for detectors 3 and 4

Channel- 7 for detectors 5 and 6

and their respective discriminators were adjusted accordingly-

It is noted that detectors 2 and 4, the uppermost ones

of counters 1 - 2 and 3 - 4 respectivel-y, have smaller

"tel-escope zenith angJ-es" when ín coincidence with counter

5 - 6 and hence higher count ing rates than detectors f and 3.

This fact is observed vísualIy (see figure 4) by comparing

,the areas under the coincidence peaks. A simíIar remark is

obvíous]y applicable to detectors 5 and 6 gated by either

counter]--2or3-4.

Daily stabilíty checks invol-ved th.ree one minute " singIes"

counts from each counter at a very l-ow discriminator level. 
!.+..,::r+:

Such events are essential-ly due to the constant background l''-\;ìË

radiation.
The whol-e efectronic alignment could be checked without

interruption of coincídence d,ata coflection. only the "singles"

rates were then sacrifieed as a third kicksorter was not available. -'' rt]
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CHAPTER FOI'R

4. 1. Resul-ts

Prior to designing the electronics a muon counting rate ,.,,,,r..

was predicted for the two telescopes. The predictíon was

based entirely on the results of two rotating equatorial-J-y

mountedte1escopesatprêsentinoperationinthe]-aboratory-
The counting rate obsèrved at a zenith angle of 51.50 was 

i#
i:i:ìl;:

adjusted to al1ow for the íncreased counter areas and telescope ,,,,,,"..

solid angJ-es of this project. This procedure produced an

expectedcountingrateofapproximate1y8.5counts/sec.for
l

11" of fead absorber between counters. For the new telescopes, r'

the àbsorber thickness is about 75% Less so that a 5% - IO%

higher counting rate is to be expêcted.

Data from JuJ-y 15th to 30th are presented. The counting

rates of the tel-escopes were almost equal over the entire
period, telescope A averaging 9.Ol- counts/sec. (i.e. 7788

counts/L4.4 min.) while telescope B averaged out at 9.00

counts/sec. (i.e. 777A count-s/I4.4 min.).

The singJ-es rates of the separate counters during this six-

teen day run were approximately 56o,/sec. (i.e.^'484,OOO/L4.4 min.).
I ,--.jì.:

forcountersL-2 and5- 6 anð, 926/sec. (i.e. Aoo,ooO/LA.4 min.) þ::;"¡i

for counter 3 - 4- computing the accidental coincidence rate using

a resolving time of 0.3 x l-0-6 secs. for both coincidence units, a ,

35
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percentage accidental_ rate of 2-I% was obtained for te.l-escope A,
while B featured a lniginer 3.4%.

El_ectronic stability may be considered with the aid of
j the four days' typicaL data plotted in f igure 5. Three ,,:..::,:...

1 :1.:. .:

counter or singles rates and. two telescope coincidence rates
are plotted as a function of time. Atso included is the
hourly barometric pressure kindly supplied by the Ðepartment i;,.:,.ajr.: - - ..r :

ì of Transport, Winnipeg. Al_1 five gradually decreasing ì.:.l
j counting rates show a marked inverse correlation with a more i..,iiit: ..:.

or less continuaL increase in pressure. The col_l-ection of
more data should suffice for the calcuration of a reliabre I

Ipressure coefficient for vertical muons and those incident at i

a zenith angle equal to that of each telescope. For the

, Irtter muorrs presênt data give an approximate coefficient of
l (0.27 ! o. 03) % per mb.

und rate i '

at the operating leveI, due to relatively poor phot,omult ipl ier :..r.::,:::ìjt-.,.,,:
resolutions, is the l-east stabl_e of a1l- thrêe countêrs. Some , ...1,;,

:::ì1.:i:
. pronounced l-5% increases, thought to be er.ectroníc instabilities, ,:i=.,.;

are evident and simul_taneous with increases of up to 12% ín 
:the rate of counter I _ 2. Much smal_l-e r 2% íncreases are al-so

noticeable in the 5 _ 6 rate, i.e. for the countêr partially ÞÌ"=
shielded from the low energy component by concrete in the floor
above. Generally the rates are stable to within ! I% tor
counters 1 - 2 and 5 - 6 over many hours.
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."',:
During the extreme fluctuations, no corresponding

changes are reflected in the telescope coincidence rates,
which are therefore thought to be fairly reliable.

corresponding channels of the sixteen days' data were l:Ììì;;,
added for each telescope and grouped into nineteen S_channel-
intervals representing periods of 72 minutes throughout the
24 hour day, Results are as shown in figure 6 where channel f ,,. ,:;

corresponds to 09 .48 c. S.T. -:i'.j,ltt',i

:.:a'-iii:Te]-escopeAshowsadiurna1varíationwithamaximum
counting rate occurring near channel 63 or 00.41 c.s.T. with

l

an ampl-itude of O.Bg%, whil_e the results of telescope B are 
f

lrather indefinite but wíth a maximum in the earLy afternoon.

The difference in the tr^ro counting rates as a function

] "t time shows an extremely interesting wave.

4. 2. Conclusions

: Ti.i'o muon telescopes of the type described have been ij*,.,vf l/ç qç Ð\,r ¿¡Jeq ¡¡cLVç ul=c¡¡ , 
.

, 
on.rating spasmodically now for over two months. i.,:i;'iii

:,,i';:::j':

The preliminary resul-ts should now be re_investigated
overamuch1ongerperiodtoestab1ishgoodstatisticsfor

1 
each channel or r4.4 minute period. variations in the galacric æÌiii
cosmic ray intensity or anisotropiês in the equatorial_ pLane
might be detected.

The photomult iplier s of detectors 3 and 4 are l_isted for 
.:ii,:.-i,..repLacement to reduce the singles rate. Meanwhir.e the amplif íers '.s-'.
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in each adder-amplifier circuit have already been replaced to
give a faster rise time in the output pulses to the síngJ-e

channel pulse height analysers.

:,'¡':tl
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APPENDÏX

Estimate of the minjÍum primary proton energy required
i.,..."rto initiate a muon detectable by the telescopes. .;.;;l

Assume, for simplicíty, that the muons are a1l- produced 
!_.,j.,

at an atmospheric height of 900 gn/cm2. Therefore ' l;;.;

minimum atmospheric path to a telescope = 9oO sec 5l-.5o gm/cm' 
t',.,,"'

" "'Ê I44O qn/ cm'

where 51 .50 is the approximate zenith angle for each telescope.

For detection of thê muon after it has traversed the

atmosphere, penetration through the concrete absorber

(approximaÈely 15" ) is necessary.

Therefore minimum muon production energy lc 3 BeV.

Dorman (1957) statês that the muon energ'y at productíon

appears to be atmost one-tenth of the initial primary proton

energy, Hence :

minimum primary proton energy necessary ã 30 BeV.

Concrete path of each telescope

Therefore total absorbing path

Muon energy loss by collisions

1
!,60 gn/cm' 

:,

ã 15OO qn/cm2

-)3 2 Mev/gim. cm -

i:r;--i
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